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Greatly accelerated adoption of battery technology would be disruptive for sectors accounting for just under a quarter – USD3.4trn – of
corporate bonds outstanding globally. An acceleration of the electrification of transport infrastructure would be resoundingly negative for
the oil sector’s credit profile. And it could change the economics of “peaker” power plants currently used to meet short periods of peak
loads. For electric utilities and the automotive sector it would be disruptive, potentially polarising the market into winners and losers. It may
go some way to resolving the “intermittency” problems of renewables, allowing them a greater share of the overall energy mix.
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This report is one of a series focusing on the
potential impact of disruptive technologies on
rated asset classes. Its purpose is not to develop
or elucidate a base case, but to investigate
the potential consequences of a dramatic
acceleration of a disruptive technology over,
and in this case well beyond, the normal
rating horizon. In this case the core scenario
is an unexpected leap in battery technology
that dramatically improves the economics of
battery storage in both electricity distribution
and transport.
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Oil Generators Exposed to Unexpected Technological Progress
Sectors Affected and Debt Capital Markets Issuance Outstanding

Opportunity

Renewables
(USD100bn - Indicative)
Automotive
(USD 612bn)

Utilities
(USD 1,465bn)
Oil (USD1,640bn)
Generation
(USD588bn)

Threat

Adaptation Necessary for Utilities, Automakers
Better storage options could reshape distribution
utilities’ models, particularly allowing more
distributed generation (e.g. rooftop solar
panels). This will not necessarily be bad for these
businesses, so long as regulation still allows them
to make a reasonable return on sunk investments.
Car manufacturers, similarly, will have to adapt.
In particular, electric vehicles are likely to further
reshape the use and ownership of cars that we
expect to be driven by autonomous vehicles in the
medium term. However, we expect auto suppliers
specialised in traditional internal combustion
engines to suffer as electric powertrains are simpler
and less expensive to produce and maintain.

High Disruption

Limited Disruption

Peakers Threatened
Battery deployment to the grid will initially be
most economical in areas with a high peak to
off-peak demand differential. Gas and oil-fired
peakers currently satisfy these requirements
but could find themselves displaced as
batteries help “shave” the peak load. Lower
electricity prices for these generators will
present challenging economics for peakers that
are hardly ever run but incur fixed maintenance
costs to remain available.
As with electric vehicles, batteries’ economics
against fossil-fuel peaker plants are challenging
due to technology and costs. But the rapid falls
in battery costs predicted over the next five to 10
years, or government policy, could change this.
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Renewables Potential Winner
Dispatchable battery storage solutions could
solve renewables’ “intermittency problem” and
accelerate their penetration into the overall
energy mix. At present, solar can only generate
during the day, with relatively little cloud
cover; wind farms can also be fickle. Present
renewables require some form of baseload
and peaking provision – typically fossil fuel
or nuclear. In general, an inability to store
generated electricity is a massive efficiency
drag, requiring multiple levels of redundancy to
ensure continuous supply.

Source: Fitch, Bloomberg.
Bubble size represents outstanding debt capital markets issuance.
Renewables illustrative only - reflects green bonds issued 2013-15.

Oil Credit Risk Serious, But Gradual
Widespread adoption of battery-powered
vehicles is a serious threat to the oil industry.
Accelerated technical progress would bring
peak oil demand, and a more challenging
operating environment for oil producers, closer.
The argument that this will at the very least be
a long, drawn-out process appears compelling,
given the low (below 1% of sales) starting point,
infrastructure roadblocks, and requirements for
technical progress. We estimate a 32.5% CAGR
in EV sales would mean all vehicles sold in 2035
would be EVs. Even with this growth, EVs would

by then only make up a quarter of the globe’s car
fleet, which, with assumed overall fleet growth,
leaves plenty of room for oil.
It is important that companies react early, and
we will continue to evaluate their strategies for
doing so even if the changes discussed here will
occur well beyond our rating horizon. Many are
already taking initial steps such as diversifying
into batteries (Total) or renewables, or focusing
more on gas, and many are actively participating
in the debate around future energy sources.
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Batteries as Disruptors
The widespread proliferation of efficient energy
storage technology could have profound effects
on the global renewable energy, power and
transport sectors. Energy storage could perform
multiple functions, including: helping meet peak
demand; absorbing power generation peaks;
balancing intermittent renewables; supporting
distributed power generation; improving power
supply quality and reliability; and replacing the
fossil-fuel combustion engine for vehicles.
Battery technology is therefore a subject of
considerable research in academic institutions
and high-profile corporates such as Tesla, Nissan,
BMW and BASF. Most longer-term forecasts
for the energy landscape assume incremental
improvements in battery and other technologies,
which still leaves significant room for fossil fuels.
This gradual change allows companies to slowly
adapt their business models and monetise most of
their investments to date.
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But the possibility remains for more rapid
improvements. A technological breakthrough
could provide a battery with the economic and
technical features that allow it to displace current
technology far more rapidly than anticipated.

Global Intermittent Renewables Generation to Rise
TWh
2,500

Change – particularly if aided by policy – could
occur in the sorts of time horizons in which utilities
and energy companies operate, although beyond
rating horizons. For example, the average age of
the European car fleet is 10 years. In an extreme
scenario where electric cars gained a 50% market
share over 10 years about a quarter of European
gasoline demand could disappear. This effect
could be greater in emerging markets where there
is more rapid overall growth in car fleet.

2,000

Similar conclusions could be drawn for alternative
storage technologies for grid-level applications
and some power systems such as those based on
fuel cells.
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A key question for rapid
battery growth prospects is
whether lithium supply will
constrain battery production
– we don’t think it will

www.fitchratings.com | October 2016
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Affected Industries – Threats and Opportunities
Electricity Generation and Distribution

Renewables – Positive
Opportunities

Threats

Batteries may be an alternative to new power
Reduced intermittence allows larger role in energy
projects in some circumstances, jeopardising new
mix
renewable generation capacity
Renewables plus battery combination represents
Storage allows energy to be sold when prices are a higher up-front cost than a renewables plus
fossil-fuel combination. Regulatory uncertainty or
favourable, improving economics
change could jeopardise projects’ economics
Source: Fitch analysis

Italy: Illustration of Superpeaks in Demand and Generation by Renewables of Solar Resource
Solar generation in Italy can reach up to 20% of total demand during the day. Volatility is high within
the day. Wind output during the day is less volatile but there can be more volatility day on day, or
week on week.

3 Sep 2015 (Italy)
Hourly Profile
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Economic battery storage is likely to bring together
several trends that will challenge and, ultimately,
lead to fundamental shifts in the electric utility
business model. These trends include: increased
intermittent, renewable generation; increased
penetration of distributed generation; public policy
changes, particularly related to environmental
mandates; and technological advances in software
and hardware at customer and utility levels.
Batteries differ from other storage technologies used
by utilities (e.g. pumped storage or compressed air).
They are modular, scalable, and not restricted to
particular locations. They also offer a wide range of
applications beyond simply charging/discharging
that can help bring stability to grid systems.

Renewables to Benefit
Renewable generation has always been challenged
with the intermittence of its fuel source. Renewable
operators can only generate and sell power when
the resource cooperates, and unless otherwise
contracted, they must absorb market power
prices at the time of generation. These generators
are therefore at an immediate disadvantage to
generators that can rely on commodity fuels.
Resource intermittence occurs with some regularity
daily (solar farms can only produce during daylight
hours and the wind typically blows harder at night)
but can challenge generators at any time.

Battery technology would mitigate this basic
intermittence problem. At present, wind power
generated overnight serves the off-peak baseload,
earning the lowest time-of-day pricing. If this
power could be stored and discharged during peak
hours, the economics of a wind generator would
greatly improve. The still-high price of batteries
means markets offering the highest peak to offpeak differential (e.g. New York City, Southern
California, and islands such as Hawaii and Puerto
Rico) emerge as natural targets where storage may
first be deployed economically.
Globally, operators have begun experimenting with
battery technology on a small scale. The storage
capacity may pale in comparison with the entire
plant but some uneconomic generation could be
diverted to the batteries to be later re-sold into
the frequency regulation market. In May 2016, US
utility Indianapolis Power & Light Company placed
a 20MW battery storage system in service within
the Midcontinent Independent System Operator
region to provide grid reliability and frequency
response. This suggests future applications of
battery technology to help renewables better
match grid demands.
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Source: ENTSO-E (Hourly load), Terna (wind and solar generation)
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Case Study: Grid-Connected Battery Application
Large deployment of battery technology is
developing, with revenue and integration
mechanisms still in the preliminary stages.
Various competing technologies and strategic
applications are being tested for how to best
integrate storage into the grid. Below is an
example of an early-stage project.
Objective: The battery storage system is directly
connected to the substation, with the utility
company having control of dispatch and charging.
The storage system is used to stabilise the grid
through peaks and troughs of daily generation. It
helps to bring “flexible capacity” into the utility’s
generation mix, reducing the need to quickly call
on additional generation when generation from
renewables drops off.
Revenue Source: The primary revenue source
for the battery system project is fixed payments
received from the utility tied to capacity
performance and availability. The project earns
revenues regardless of being dispatched or not,
subject to meeting performance requirements.
The contract is for 20 years.
Construction: The largest cost component of
the project is the batteries, which account for
60%-70% of total costs. Installation is fairly
straightforward – the skills required can be

www.fitchratings.com | October 2016

typically found in the market. Procurement of
the batteries is the main construction risk as no
storage provider has yet shown the ability to fully
ramp up manufacturing capacity for large-scale
deployment.
Capital Cost: The project’s capital cost at
USD 1,280/kW is significantly lower than Fitchrated utility-scale solar PV plants built during 20102012, whose costs averaged around USD3,500/kW.
This demonstrates batteries’ potential for further
market penetration by continued improvements
to manufacturing and technology. Estimated cost
per kWh is USD320/kWh.
Operations: The battery system has no moving
parts, with typical operating costs consisting
of monitoring, insurance, and servicing. There
is no fuel or resource risk as charging costs are
passed through to the utility. Overall operating
costs are 10% to 20% of annual revenues, which
is comparable to solar assets.

Technology

Zinc based

Design Life

15-Years / 5,000 cycles

Capacity (KW)

10,000

Duration (Hrs)

4

KWH/Year

40,000
$/KW

%

$/KWH

Component Costs

765

60%

190

E&C Costs

440

34%

110

75

6%

20

1,280

100%

320

Other Developemnt Costs
Total Est Costs
Source: Fitch

Limited data exists on the long-term operating
performance of battery storage systems.
The batteries themselves generally include
warranties that cover replacements if efficiency
and performance fall below a certain thresholds,
however this is highly dependent on the
creditworthiness of the battery supplier.
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Markets offering the highest
peak to off-peak differential
emerge as natural targets
where storage may first be
deployed economically

www.fitchratings.com | October 2016
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Generation – Mixed, Negative for Peakers
Opportunities

Threats

Possibility to time-shift generation to sell when
prices high

Less demand for peaker plants as peaks smoothed
out by storage

Time-shifting renewables may smooth out
current supply peaks

Overall lower redundancy means lower generation
capacity needed; lower capacity means lower
investment

If oil displaced in transport, overall electricity
demand may grow

Time-shifting renewables output may change
demand patterns, disrupting established strategies

Source: Fitch

Peakers Most at Risk

Baseload Plants Disruption Some Way Off

The ramifications of widespread renewable energy
storage and dispatch will most prominently affect
generators that are held in reserve as spare
production capacity to handle daily and seasonal
peak demand. These “peaking” plants have
traditionally been gas, and oil fired, with the ability
to ramp up and down relatively quickly to meet
changing loads.

The ability of battery storage to reduce concerns
about the reliability of renewables could eventually
shift the landscape for baseload generators. For
example, Southern California Edison’s decision in
2013 to permanently retire its San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS) raised significant
reliability issues for a large portion of southern
California. The void left by SONGS was largely filled
by deployment of existing gas plants rather than
the preferred, non-emitting resources. Absent the
flexibility provided by energy storage, renewable
resources were unable to provide the required
dependable baseload capacity to meet system
reliability requirements. Widespread deployment
of battery storage and renewables could provide
sufficient flexibility to help transition away from
generation classes like nuclear and coal.

These units may dispatch infrequently in some
markets but may be economic due to high peak
power prices that offset maintenance costs for
upkeep. “Peak shaving” resulting from battery
storage of energy would reduce the peak to off-peak
price differential and could eventually lower clearing
prices to a point where traditional peakers can no
longer compete. Mitigating grid reliability concerns
will be the main focus of battery technology but the
possibility of disruption among peakers is high.

www.fitchratings.com | October 2016
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Mixed Picture for Electric Utilities
The potential widespread deployment of battery
systems to retail customers could fundamentally
change the relationship between customer and utility.
Batteries can theoretically be placed in strategic
locations to maximise their benefits to the electric
system. In addition to storage at the generation
source, batteries could support the “distributed”
model being adopted in the solar industry.
Customers could charge their home battery
systems during the day when power is cheap and
home loads are low, and dispatch in the evening
when demand peaks. The potential benefits include
increased reliability, reduced need for capital
investment in grid infrastructure and generation
(particularly peaking plants), better integration of
intermittent resources, and improved efficiencies
and grid management.
Batteries should also provide utilities with
environmental benefits as batteries are not
greenhouse gas-emitting in use, and regardless

www.fitchratings.com | October 2016

of the original energy source, their use should
reduce overall emissions. Batteries could also store
the excess renewable generation that is leading
to increased negative pricing in certain markets,
leading to more economic dispatch and more
flexible resources.
The value for customers from batteries and
distributed generation in general is derived from
the potential revenue stream (or avoided cost)
and increased reliability. While we don’t anticipate
the majority of customers going off-grid, lower
demand could lead to cost-shifting, leaving fewer
megawatt-hours for cost recovery, probably
driving up electricity prices and potentially
creating negative political, economic, and financial
consequences for the utility.
A different set of utilities may be threatened by
distributed storage from those already facing the
risks associated with distributed generation from
rooftop solar. Rooftop solar is focused in areas
where customers can reap the most benefit, i.e.
regions with the strongest solar resource and

areas in which private acreage is the largest.
Distributed battery storage is unlikely to follow the
same pattern, as batteries are not natural-resource
dependent. In addition, batteries are fairly compact
and can be housed in buildings with relatively
small footprints, e.g. high-rise office buildings and
apartments. Markets offering the highest peak
to off-peak differential, such as New York City,
are natural targets for economic deployment. It
follows that utilities serving dense urban centres
may be among the first affected by the emergence
of customer-owner battery systems.
Rate class inequities and fixed cost recovery are
likely to be exacerbated by customer installed
storage. Stranded costs should be expected with the
increased installation of battery storage, regardless
of whether it is customer or utility installed.
In the longer term, the combination of batteries,
energy storage, microgrids, and advanced software
could lead to more significant departures from
current electric systems. However, this risk appears
relatively limited at this point.

Regulation to Evolve
For the vast majority of utilities, performance and
returns will ultimately be governed by regulation.
The regulatory challenge is made more complex at
times of rapid technological progress.
This increases the risk that regulators will either by
accident or as a matter of public policy act against
the interest of power providers and ultimately their
creditors. In some jurisdictions, such as the UK,
the regulator’s duty to ensure the financibility of
networks or operators should provide a safeguard.
Various jurisdictions already mandate some
storage – for example in September 2010,
California AB2514 mandated investor-owned
utilities to procure 1.325GW of effective energy
storage by 2020. California also offers incentives.
Initiated in 2001, the Self-Generation Incentive
Program offers incentives to customers who
produce electricity with wind turbines, fuel cells,
various forms of combined heat and power and
advanced energy storage.
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Peaker Replacement – Cost Savings or Incentives Needed
The example below illustrates peaker replacement with battery storage. In the example, a 230 MW gas
peaker plant covers peak demand from 7pm to 9pm, which arises due to the steep decline in solar
generation in the evening. Battery storage can be combined with baseload generation to offset the
fast decline of solar output until demand and generation begin to equalise. It is typically not an issue
in the morning hours as that is when solar would ramp up quickly to meet demand needs.
This would require battery to be discharged once a day and to be charged during the off periods.
In the example presented, the battery is charged from midnight until 7pm then discharged for two
hours. This requires very slow charging demand. The following specifications for the battery system
would have to be followed: 230 MW capacity, 575MWh energy demand, 72.7% depth of discharge and
791MWh storage. This represents a very large amount of stored energy and would require a larger
battery storage system than has ever been deployed before.
Based on the cost estimates above, investments in lithium-Ion battery to replace a gas peaking facility
and levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) would be at least 1.5 times higher compared to conventional
gas peakers. Cost reductions of battery storage, or incentives, would be required for battery storage
to compete in many applications.

Battery Replacement
Hypothetical Model
Power (MW)

Storage (MWh)
900
800
200
700
150
600
500
100
400
50
300
200
0
100
-50
0
00:00:00 02:30:00 05:00:00 07:30:00 10:00:00 12:30:00 15:00:00 17:30:00 20:00:00 22:30:00
Battery Level

Peaker Output

Battery Status

250

Source: Fitch

Peaker Plant Replacement – Illustrative Economics
Capital cost (USDm)
Capacity
(MW)
Peaker Plant (Gas)*
Battery Replacement**

230

Production
(MWh) /
Low end
Storage
required

Levelised Cost USD/
MWh

High end

Low end

High end

575

184

230

165

218

791

353

868

321

658

* Capital cost estimates gas peaker plant based on /USD800/kW (low end) and USD1000/kW (high end).
**Lithium-ion battery capital cost for peaker replacement at USD446/kW (low end) to USD1,098/kWh (high end).
LCOE estimates for Lithium-ion battery to replace gas peaking plants (Lazard, Levelized Cost of Storage Analysis – Version 1)
Source: Fitch analysis
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Electricity Grids and Integrated Electric Utilities – Mixed
Opportunities

Threats

Battery installations could provide alternatives to
expensive new capacity

Reduced need for redundancy may change
economics of invested plant

Regulation will have to evolve, potentially creating Regulation may lag behind reality or lead to
winners and losers
unintended, and negative, outcomes
If oil is displaced in transport, overall electricity
demand may grow

Fallout from cost shifting (those without local
generation to pay more)

Source: Fitch analysis

Solar Plus Diesel – Illustration
Capital cost (USDm)
Solar and Diesel

Capacity Daily output
(MW)
(MWh)

Levelised cost
(LCOE), USD/MWh

Low end

High end

Low end

High end

Solar*

557

3,865

835

974

58

70

Diesel Generator**

545

5,775

273

436

212

281

1,102

9,640

1,107

1,410

270

351

Total
Solar capacity factor

29%

Diesel capacity factor

44%

*Capital cost based on USD1,500/kW (low end) and USD1700/kW (high end) estimates for crystalline utility scale
technology (Lazard, Levelised Cost of Energy - Version 9)
LCOE estimates for crystalline utility scale technology (Lazard)
**Capital cost based on USD500/kW (low end) and USD800/kW (high end) estimates for diesel reciprocating engine
(Lazard, Levelised Cost of Energy - Version 9)
LCOE estimates for diesel based on diesel price of USD2.5/gallon (Lazard)

Batteries on an Island – Renewables Plus Batteries vs Staus Quo
This thought experiment envisages the
replacement of the current mix of solar and
diesel generation on an island similar to Tenerife
with solar plus batteries.

complications. And ultimately there would
need to be a “plan B” in the event of prolonged
weather conditions which dramatically reduce
solar output for an extended period.

To achieve the switch the island economy
would require significantly higher installed solar
capacity to replace diesel generation. Alongside
the requirement for batteries this would mean
a far higher up-front capital cost than solar plus
diesel.

However, assuming this can be overcome, over
the lifetime of the project a solar plus battery
combination could be competitive against solar
plus diesel at a LCOE below around USD300/
MWh. As shown below, the low-end LCOE
estimate for solar plus battery combination
is at USD330/MWh, so it can be argued that
in some specific cases the solar plus battery
combination may already be competitive
against the solar plus diesel option, with LCOEs
between USD270/MWh and USD351/MWh.

Such spending would be far from risk-free.
There is no precedent for a solar and battery
system this large, and the untried nature of
battery technology on this scale adds further
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Solar Plus Batteries – Illustration
Capital cost (USDm)
Solar and Diesel
Solar*
Battery Storage**
Total

Capacity Daily output
(MW)
(MWh)

Levelised cost
(LCOE), USD/MWh

Low end

High end

Low end

High end

1,207

9,643

1,811

2,113

58

70

727

4,710

2,242

5,313

273

557

1,935

9,643

4,053

7,426

331

627

* Capital cost based on USD1,500/kW (low end) and USD1,700/kW (high end) estimates for crystalline utility-scale
technology (Lazard, Levelised Cost of Energy - Version 9)
LCOE estimates for crystalline utility scale technology (Lazard)
** Lithium-ion battery capital cost estimates for Island applications, ranging from USD476/kWh (low end) to USD,1128/
kWh (high end) (Lazard, Levelised Cost of Energy - Version 1)
LCOE estimates for lithium-ion battery island applications, excluding charging costs (assumed to be charged fully with
solar generation )
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Solar Plus Diesel – Demand and Output
Power (MW)

Solar Plus Battery - Demand and Output

Demand (MW) 07/07/2016

Solar Output (MW)

Diesel Output (MW)

Power (MW)

Demand (07/07/2016)

Solar Output (MW)

Battery Activity (MW)

600

1,200

500
400

700

300

200

200

-300

100
0
00:00:00

04:00:00

08:00:00

12:00:00

Source: Fitch

Status Quo – Solar and Diesel: For an electrical
system running with just solar and diesel
generators and no interconnection, the maximum
solar generation only needs to match the peak
demand at 480MW at midday as no energy
storage is available. When solar output does
not match demand, the diesel power plant will
produce enough energy to match demand. This
requires maximum diesel generation of 474MW
around 8pm when solar has stopped producing
but evening demand is peaking. Accounting for
an assumed capacity margin of 15% to cover any
possible fluctuations in demand, the required
diesel capacity would be 545MW and the
required solar capacity would be 557MW.

16:00:00

20:00:00

00:00:00

Time

-800
00:00:00

04:00:00

08:00:00

Source: Fitch

12:00:00
Time

16:00:00

20:00:00

00:00:00

Solar and Battery: If the island relied on solar
capacity and battery storage, solar capacity would
have to be significantly higher, as it would be the
only generation source. Solar capacity would need
to more than double from 557MW to about 1.2GW
to produce all the island’s energy requirements.

Utilities – What to Watch
Battery Cost

Improvements in cost-effectiveness of battery systems for both
distributed storage and larger applications. Evidence of increasing
adoption of battery-based projects without financial policy inducement

To ensure supply always meets demand, the
excess solar generation during day-time hours
would have to be stored and then released
during periods when solar generation does not
meet demand or during the night when solar
capacity does not produce.

Policy

Carbon pricing and other policies designed to influence investment
towards greener technologies at the expense of existing asset owners

Rate Structure

Utilities’ ability to transition on volumetric sales to account for the likely
reduction in energy consumption

Stranded Costs

How regulated rates are (or are not) adjusted to allow full recovery of
stranded costs as distributed generation increases.

Retail Stickiness

Provision of additional services that will allow utility to stay ahead of
potential competitors – such as domestic solar and battery providers –
that are likely to drive a wedge between the utility and retail customer

Source: Fitch
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Oil and Gas Producers (Sovereigns and Corporates) - Negative
Opportunities
Petrochemical demand likely to rise as
maximising range demands lighter vehicles

Early investors in alternative technologies –
batteries, renewables – could reap rewards

Threats
Reduced transport fuel demand could tip market
from growth to contraction earlier than anticipated,
leading to a more volatile oil price with long
periods of low prices and investment uncertainty
Widespread assumption that gas will be a transition
fuel – which is driving strategy and investment for
many – may prove incorrect if batteries help solve
renewables’ intermittence problem

Potential infrastructure opportunities for better
Current refining economics challenged – potential
capitalised producers if gas station networks
for overcapacity problems to become worse and
convert to new technology; possible benefit from
margins to suffer
government subsidies
“Investor death spiral” – investors may pre-empt
actual conditions, selling out of oil companies,
making equity and debt more expensive
Source: Fitch
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Transport
Expectations for batteries’ impact on oil use
by global transport remain limited, due to the
widespread assumption that penetration of
alternative drive trains – fully electric or fuel cell
– will not be significant for several decades. Better
batteries could change this.
While not as severe, an accelerated move to
electric vehicles could have a disruptive effect on
the auto industry.

“Better Batteries”: Cheaper, Greater Range,
Faster Charging
The key barriers to electric vehicle adoption at
present are range anxiety, charging time, and
where unsubsidised, cost. Diesel and gasoline still
deliver significantly better range and refuelling
time at a far lower cost, meaning there is no mass
market appeal and uptake. In addition, further

optimization of internal combustion engine
technology is possible – manufacturers and
suppliers suggest a further 15%-20% efficiency
gains in internal combustion engines to be
expected by 2020. This makes pure electric vehicles
not absolutely critical to meet the emission targets
currently being implemented around the world.
However, some degree of electrification, notably
through hybrid technology, will be necessary to
meet these regulations. In particular, we expect
the rapid progress of plugin hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEV) offering to support a gradual
change of mindset towards electric vehicles in
the short term. There were about 10 PHEVs on
the market in 2013, increasing to more than 20 in
2015 and about 100 are planned by 2019.
Our base case is for gradual increases in electric
vehicles penetration from today’s 0.4% of total sales.
But technological or competition breakthroughs, or
policy changes, could lead to a more rapid uptake.
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Infrastructure Key Roadblock

Automotive Sector – Varied
Opportunities

Threats

An alternative to the internal combustion engine
could make widespread car use compatible with
environmental goals, allowing continued market
growth

Investment in wrong technology could lead to
wasted efforts and market share loss

Investment in the winning technology could lead Late adoption or inability to use successful
to market share gains and improved profitability technology could lead to market share losses
Disruptors (e.g. Tesla) could take material market
share from incumbents
Auto suppliers focusing on obsolete parts of
powertrain might struggle
Source: Fitch

Were a breakthrough technology to be found
and developed, widespread adoption would still
have to overcome a number of practical issues,
not least of which is infrastructure. For example,
charging large numbers of electric vehicles in cities
is problematic due to insufficient potential charge
points. Induction charging could be used, but
would come at considerable cost.
Compatibility of charging units across brands,
regions and countries is another issue. This echoes
some of the compatibility issues in technology
sectors in recent years, where there has been
widespread but far from complete convergence
to common standards. In contrast, the competing
fuel cell technology (below) allows refueling in a
similar manner to diesel and gasoline.
Batteries also deteriorate over time, leading to
reduced range and the need for replacements.
Interchangeable batteries could resolve charge
time and replacement issues. Tesla has trialed
interchangeable batteries that can be quickly
switched at a designated station, but as yet there
are no mass-market electric cars in production that
use this technology.

in China there are around 80 vehicles per 1,000 of
population; in the US it is 800). It may be easier
for alternative technology infrastructure to grow
up with a car fleet than replacing an incumbent
one. A more electrified car fleet in emerging
markets could favour domestic producers if these
obtain comparative advantage, and remove a
hoped-for source of further internal combustion
engine demand.

Batteries not the Only Alternative
Technology
Hydrogen fuel cell technology is another possible
approach. Some manufacturers (e.g. Toyota) are
developing this, but governments seem to favour
electric vehicles for now. There is some industry
concern that this bias will prevent market forces
from determining the best approach.
The fuel cell approach has pros and cons: a
disadvantage of hydrogen fuel cell technology
is the cost of producing large quantities of
hydrogen. It is also cheaper and simpler to create
a large network of battery charging points than a
hydrogen refuelling network, although charging
a hydrogen fuel cell is similar to filling up a car
with gasoline.

Infrastructure could provide more of a block on
developed than emerging markets, where car
ownership per head of population is far lower (e.g.
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Infrastructure – A Significant, Not Insurmountable, Barrier
A key obstacle to a move to electric vehicles will
be the required infrastructure transition. Even
assuming all the relevant technological and
compatibility issues are resolved, capital will be
needed to transition from a fossil fuel-based
distribution network to a primarily electric one.
We can scale the problem by considering the
US and Tesla as examples. The US has 127,588
convenience stores, which between them sell 80%
of the country’s fuel (NACS retail fuel report). At
end-2015 Tesla had 584 Supercharger stations, each
with between four and 10 supercharger points.
Tesla has tried where possible to partner with
third parties, such as retail malls and hotels,
which donate the space on which Tesla builds its
infrastructure. Tesla provides the charging points
and the third party gets additional footfall and
brand cachet.
This relatively young station fleet had a net book
value of USD339m at end-2015. The simple perstation value of around USD580,000 should give

an indication of the cost of fitting out existing
infrastructure to a current retail site, assuming
that on average the number of superchargers
needed per station to satisfy the same vehicle
throughput matched Tesla’s average to date.
Upgrading the 127,000 retail sites in the US
would therefore cost around USD73.8bn.
This will not be done all at once, and overall
numbers needed may be affected by the home
and office charging options available for electric
vehicles. But it does represent a very material
investment. Analyst estimates of costs for
individual superchargers of USD100,000-175,000
seem to be borne out by Tesla’s numbers. This
will be a material investment for the 58% of US
service stations owned by single-site operators.
It is far from impossible that this investment will occur
naturally, but government policy would be likely
to have an important role, either by guaranteeing
returns or facilitating finance more directly.

2030 Likely Upper Bound for Electric Vehicles to Hold Their Own
Against Internal Combustion Engines; Could Well be Sooner
Technological progress is impossible to predict
with accuracy. But we can begin to judge how fast
it will be by performing a gap analysis between
where battery technology is and where we believe
it needs to be to provide a commercial alternative
to internal combustion engine vehicles, and
looking at the annual pace of improvements that
would be needed to close the gap.
Combining sensitivity results for charge time,
range and battery cost, it would take only a
6%-9% annual improvement in each variable
for electric vehicles to be viable alternatives to
internal combustion engines by around 2030.
This looks achievable in the light of historical
progress, even after adjusting for a deceleration
in the rate of improvement from the early years.

Range
Ranges vary widely, with some commercial
electric vehicles still offering ranges of less than
160km (100 miles) and top-of-the-range Teslas
offering 412km (270 miles). Statoil suggests
average battery vehicle range was around
175km in 20151. We believe that once electric
vehicles can show ranges of 600km (about 370
miles) there will be little ground to reject them
on pure range. A CAGR of 9% would be sufficient
to achieve this by 2030. Faster progress is likely
in the near term, with electric vehicles capable
of 350km potentially available by 20172. If this is
hit then a mere 4% further annual improvement
would reach the proposed 600km by 2030.

Progress Needed to Achieve Given Range (CAGR from 2015)
%

400km

600km

900km

80%
70%

Fitting in Hybrids
Manufacturers view hybrid cars as transitional only,
based on the simple logic that a vehicle that uses two
sources of power will always be more expensive to

60%

produce than one with a single power source. But they
are seen as necessary to meet emissions requirements
while the new electric and/or fuel cell technology is
still nascent, and a short-term solution to the range
problems of most fully electric vehicles.

50%
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Source: Fitch
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Tesla Model 3 expected range – Source: Global EV Outlook 2016, IEA
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Charging Times

Cost

Credit Implications for Automotive Manufacturers

Charging times have also improved significantly
in recent years, with current fast chargers able to
deliver 95km-160km of range in 20 minutes or less
for some electric vehicles3. However, with even a
fast (i.e. substantial but not 100%) charge of 30
minutes at a Tesla supercharger, charging times are
still likely to put off potential buyers, particularly
when combined with range concerns. Conversely,
the better the range, the fewer charges “out and
about” would be needed – with most charging
possible when a vehicle was stopped for the night
rather than in the middle of a long journey.

Cost per KWh has also fallen dramatically since
2008, by 73% to USD268/kWH4. In general,
USD100/kWH is considered the point at which
electric vehicles would become cost competitive
with internal combustion engines powered
vehicles5. A 6% annual improvement from
2016 would achieve this by 2030. Some auto
manufacturers, including General Motors, predict
costs falling to this level by the early 2020s. The
investment in battery production technology
means this seems the most achievable of the
three targets.

Tighter emissions standards mean that change is
inevitably coming to the automotive market over
the next few decades. Breakthroughs in battery
technology could increase the speed of disruption
and widen the distribution of outcomes, increasing
the chance that companies will lose out if they
make the wrong decisions.

market-leading battery energy density via use of
many smaller battery units, and its US charging
network is already developed. Brand appeal is
also a consideration – the affordable Tesla model
3 has created a lot of hype and is nearing 400,000
orders. It remains to be seen if Tesla can keep up its
premium image with a more affordable product.

On the assumption that being able to charge at
home allows considerably fewer recharge stops
while out and about, it is possible users will
accept higher charge times. Fifteen minutes is our
core assumption.

Interaction Crucial

At present, the impact on incumbents’ cash flows
and credit quality is limited to increased R&D
spending, which they can sustain due to healthy
cash flow. However, this could change if the
transition to electric is mismanaged, or competition
from new entrants is too strong, at which point the
new technology would be disruptive. Risks arise
from backing the wrong technology.

However, incumbents are protecting their market
position by developing and rolling out electric
vehicles to compete directly with newcomers.
Examples include the Nissan Leaf, the BMW i3, the
Renault ZOE or Volkswagen’s e-Golf.

This time is achievable by 2030 with a 9% CAGR
improvement from 2015. Annual improvements
at half that rate would reach 30 minutes by the
same date.

The analysis above looks at each variable in
isolation, but in reality they will interact. If
battery prices fall dramatically, it might be
possible to extend range by moving to more or
larger batteries – but this would also be likely to
increase charging times. In reality progress across
all three areas would be needed to come up with
a truly competitive vehicle.

New entrants such as Tesla do pose a risk to
incumbents. This reflects both R&D and charging
network lead – for example Tesla is able to achieve

The situation may be more polarised for auto
suppliers – these companies are typically smaller
and less agile than the automakers they serve.
Much of what they do will not change, but for
suppliers focused on powertrains there is the
potential for material disruption.

Annual Cost Saving Rate to Reach Target Cost/kWH (CAGR)
USD100/kWH

50%

USD50/kWH
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Source: Fitch
EV Everywhere: Charging on the
Road, DOE
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Eventual Game Changer for Oil and Gas Producers
If accelerated electrification of the car fleet were
to happen it would probably be overwhelmingly
negative for oil and gas producers. We forecast
a potential tipping point for oil price volatility as
demand plateaus and begins to fall, and better
batteries will hasten this.
Transportation accounted for 55% of total oil use in
2014, according to the International Energy Agency.
Most longer-term forecasts show oil only very slowly
being threatened as a key transport fuel, leading to
scenarios such as the IEA’s 450 scenario or Statoil’s
Renewal where oil demand remains largely intact
by 2040. Both give a reasonable chance that the
2 degrees Celsius internationally accepted global
warming target will be met. Scenarios where the
target is not met – such as the IEA’s new policies,
Statoil’s reform scenario and BP’s core scenario,
show oil demand higher in 2040 than now.
Demand growth is vital to eliminating production
surpluses when the market becomes oversupplied,
due to the long project lead times in the industry
and consequent slow supply response. In the
current oil downturn, market balance has been
achieved almost entirely as a result of demand
improvements. So once oil demand peaks, a more
volatile market and prolonged periods of low oil
prices are likely as the market takes longer to exit
cyclical troughs.
The embedded nature of oil in the global economy
will delay this peak, as there will be substantial
demand for oil for years to come. OICA puts the
number of cars on the world’s roads at around
1.2 billion. The average age of a vehicle in the
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relatively prosperous US is 11.5 years, so even if
there were 100% electric adoption today it would
take over 20 years for the vast majority of cars to
be replaced. And as discussed in the box opposite,
this 100% assumption appears heroic. This is
without the infrastructure and other challenges
mentioned above, or the fact that oil companies
have shown themselves adept at getting costs
down when their backs are to the wall.
Logically gas – the most environmentally friendly
fossil fuel – should outperform others and reward
gas-invested operators. But it is a direct competitor
to solar, and, as discussed in Mixed Picture for
Utilities above, partly needed to provide baseload
when renewables are not available. Gas-fired plants
could therefore end up being direct competitors
to battery installations – each offering alternative
solutions to complement renewables’ growth.
Lower-cost producers with projects with shorter
payback periods, and those with diversification
into gas, downstream (refining and chemicals) and
into renewables/battery technology will be better
placed. Oil companies that start addressing these
issues now will ultimately have an advantage.
If nothing else, this will help the guard against
the risk that the markets turn against them. The
narrative of oil’s decline is well rehearsed – and if
it starts to play out there is a real risk that capital
will act long before any transition occurs. This
could reduce oil companies’ access to equity and
debt capital, increasing funding costs during a
crucial period.

Fleet Numbers Provide Ultimate Brake
The current global light vehicle fleet has been
estimated at 1.2 billion units by the International
Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers,
and Navigant Research expects this to grow
to nearly 2 billion by 2035. Production will
rise from around 90 million units a year to 127
million by 2035.
Numbers for electric vehicles are still very
small by comparison – even including plug-in
hybrids, total sales in 2015 were only 550,000
(IEA), bringing the total number in use to
around 1.2 million, 0.6% of total sales and
0.1% of the total car fleet. Of these about 60%
of sales and fleet were pure electric vehicles.

Getting to a fleet of 500 million units by 2035 about a quarter of the market - would in theory
require a CAGR of fleet size of just over 35%,
which by 2035 requires hybrid electric vehicles to
account for all annual vehicle sales.
This would require sales of electric vehicles to
rise at a CAGR of 32.5% throughout the forecast
period. This is not phased – and most of the
growth would come later in the period, but it
does indicate the very high sales gains required.
Even if this were to happen there would still be
300 million more non-electric light vehicles in
circulation than there are today, still providing
substantial demand for oil.

Electric Vehicles – What to Watch
Consumer
Acceptance

Broad acceptance of electric vehicles as competitive – on cost, range and other
factors – by consumers. Press reviews and sales key indicators

Product
Launches

Focus by mainstream manufacturers on pure EVs rather than hybrids or more
efficient ICEs (including the new ‘48v’ mild hybrid)

EM
Developments

Aggressive moves by regulators in large emerging markets (particularly China, India)
to promote EVs

Infrastructure

Rollout of charge points and convergence of technology/common standards

Policy

Further subsidies for EVs or other measures to level the playing field with ICEs
before technology does so

Source: Fitch
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We forecast a potential
tipping point for oil price
volatility as demand plateaus
and begins to fall, and better
batteries will hasten this.
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Appendix 1: Batteries – Current Technology and Prospects
Batteries are flexible in where they can be
located, and specific battery technologies can
meet different requirements for energy storage
– be it space, safety, charge/discharge reactiontime, temperature, output capacity and storage
capacity. Other forms of storage exist, but tend
to be more limited in focus. Pumped hydropower
storage, for example tends to shift energy
supplies in relation to supply-demand dynamics
over a longer period, while supercapacitors
react rapidly to short-term fluctuations. Battery
technology could fulfil both energy storage roles.

Lithium-ion and Flow batteries:
Best Positioned to Proliferate

Rated Power (kW) (LHS)

hrs

Average Duration (hours) (RHS)

1,600,000

7

Lithium-Ion Batteries:
Functionality Is Key

1,400,000

6

Navigant Research expects lithium-ion batteries to
have the most substantial cost cuts over the next
five years. We believe this is due to the various
functions the battery can fulfil due to short response
time, space efficiency and high cycle efficiency –
which will trigger substantial developer interest and
therefore investment. Lithium-ion batteries’ ability
to store power for portable electronic devices,
electric and hybrid vehicles, residential storage and
utility-scale storage underpins this attractiveness.

1,000,000

5
4

800,000

3

600,000

2

400,000
200,000

1

0

0
Zinc Bromine Flow Battery

Vanadium Redox Flow Battery

Sodium-sulfur Battery

Sodium-nickel-chloride Battery

Nickel-cadmium Battery

The competitive landscape in the lithium-ion
segment is therefore intensifying, with developers
intent on establishing a first-mover advantage. This
will drive technological advances and economies of
scale, which will lower costs. At grid level, lithiumion batteries tend to be tailored to feed in power
over relatively short periods. The US Department
of Energy says the average supply duration of the
about 400 lithium-ion storage projects it covers
is two hours. These facilities focus on providing
ancillary services and shorter-term supply shifts.

1,200,000

Lithium-ion Battery
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kW

Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery

We believe lithium-ion and flow batteries are
best placed to have material cost improvements
and are likely to dominate the landscape in the

power systems, where there are fewer alternative
sources of power to plug gaps from intermittent
renewables’ power generation.

Lithium-ion Dominates Current Market

Lead-acid Battery

However, the greater focus on curbing carbon
dioxide emissions in recent years has sparked a
widespread deployment of intermittent renewable
energy power-generating capacity and strong
developer interest in electric and hybrid vehicles.

Flow and sodium-sulphur batteries provide supply
duration over longer periods, meaning that they
focus more on power supply shift. This will be
particularly important in less interconnected

Advanced Lead-acid Battery

Battery technology has become adopted in
a variety of sectors, but its impact on how the
global power and transport sectors operate has
so far been relatively limited. Prohibitive costs,
limited charge/discharge cycle-life and poor
energy density are key reasons. This dynamic
has been accentuated by a centralised fossilfuelled power generation model and much
more efficient fossil-fuelled combustion engine
vehicles, which has further limited the business
case for batteries.

medium term. There is a self-reinforcing firstmover effect here too – we believe developers will
place their bets where success is considered most
likely. This will spark substantial competition,
which will be conducive to investment and
therefore the improvement of efficiency and
lowering of costs. This means that many battery
technologies are either too nascent, or have
shown too little promise, to attract more than
an ad hoc focus in an increasingly competitive
battery market.

Source: DOE Energy Storage Database
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Lithium Unlikely to Be a Constraint
A key question for rapid battery growth
prospects is whether supply will constrain battery
production. Lithium has attracted material
speculative interest and prices have bucked the
dramatic dip in most commodities in recent years.
Increased investment is widely predicted to lead
to oversupply in the short term, and a moderation
of prices. But in the medium term additional
electric vehicle demand may eclipse supply.
The world is not short of lithium resources. The
US Geological survey puts global reserves at 14
million metric tons, over 400 years at current
production rates. Total estimated resources are
considerably higher, at over 40 million metric tons.
Lithium is produced either through mining or
the evaporation of brine, with the latter the more
cost-effective. Mining-focused Australia was the
largest producer in 2015, with brine-focused
Chile second. Chile leads in proved reserves (52%
of global reserves) but Bolivia has the greatest
estimated resources at 22% of global resources.
Analysis of announced projects suggests
production would more than triple by 2025, to

around 100,000 metric tonnes a year of lithium or
530,000 tonnes of lithium carbonate (LCE), its more
commonly referenced derivative. Estimates from
Albermarle suggests that 51kg of LCE is needed
for an high-end Tesla 85kW electric vehicle.
The additional production would be enough for
6.7 million Tesla-equivalent electric vehicles, and
including 2015 production could allow these to
take a 6.5% share of the global vehicle market.
This would represent 30% CAGR in electric
vehicle production from today.
But for electric vehicles to make a real dent in
the overall vehicle park would require far higher
shares of sales – perhaps 50 million vehicles
per year. This would require a massive rise in
production (to 2.6 million tons of LCE per year).
This would represent a material investment but
would still leave global reserves at a respectable
29 years.
This level of investment is unlikely to be cheap,
but based on our estimates lithium makes up less
than 2% of the total battery cost in the example
used. So if all else is favourable, there is room for
the price to go up without drastically changing
electric vehicle economics.

Flow Batteries: To Become Increasingly
Attractive for Utility-Scale Storage
Flow batteries will also develop positively due to
their scalability, limited degradation and ability
to operate in hot and humid environments. The
technology is based on electrolytes that can be
scaled up by increasing the size of the tanks holding
the solution – making it an attractive utility-scale
storage option. We believe flow batteries based
on vanadium will be the focus of investment, due
to their ability to charge and discharge several
thousand times without performance slipping. This
contrasts with most other batteries, which degrade
after deep-cycle and multi-cycle usage.
This type of battery will be particularly attractive
in markets with an unreliable power supply, such

as parts of sub-Saharan Africa. Flow batteries will
also balance larger renewables facilities in markets
where the electric grid is more vulnerable to largescale power supply fluctuations, such as China.
The result is that competition in the battery subsegment will intensify, which will help research
efforts and economies of scale.

Other Contenders
There are also a plethora of battery technologies
that will register some progress over the next
years, but that we consider less likely to have a
disruptive impact. Although such technologies
hold potential, they also have drawbacks that are
likely to outweigh their attractiveness (see table).
There could be some breakthroughs, but we
expect efforts by developers to be more ad hoc.

Other Battery Technologies – Summary
Type
Sodium Metal
Halide
Sodium-Sulphur
Nickel-Cadmium
Nickel-Metal
Hybride
Lead-Acid

Function
Electric vehicles,
replacement for leadacid batteries
Utility-scale balancing,
stand alone power
systems
Electric vehicles,
stand-by power
Electric vehicles, standby applications for
industry
Back-up Supply, electric
vehicles , renewables
balancing

Zinc-Bromine Flow Utility-scale storage

Status

Con

Few active actors

Limited cost-gains ahead,
requires high temperatures to
operate

Mature technology

Limited cost-gains ahead, high
operating costs

Few active actors

Toxic, requires optimum
charging cycles

BASF reportedly
doubled energy
density recently

High levels of self-discharge,
rapid degradation

Mature technology

Limited cost gains ahead, poor
performance in non-optimum
temperatures

Early demonstration
stage

Expensive, must be fully
discharged often

Source: Fitch
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